Declines in northern forest tree growth following snowpack decline and soil freezing
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Abstract
Changes in growing season climate are often the foci of research exploring forest response to climate change. By contrast, little is known about tree growth response to projected declines in winter snowpack and increases in soil freezing in seasonally snow-covered forest ecosystems, despite extensive documentation of the importance of winter climate in mediating ecological processes. We conducted a 5-year snow-removal experiment whereby snow was removed for the first 4–6 weeks of winter in a northern hardwood forest at the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest in New Hampshire, USA. Our results indicate that adverse impacts of reduced snowpack and increased soil freezing on the physiology of Acer saccharum (sugar maple), a dominant species across northern temperate forests, are accompanied by a 40 ± 3% reduction in aboveground woody biomass increment, averaged across the 6 years following the start of the experiment. Further, we find no indication of growth recovery 1 year after cessation of the experiment. Based on these findings, we integrate spatial modeling of snowpack depth with forest inventory data to develop a spatially explicit, regional-scale assessment of the vulnerability of forest aboveground growth to projected declines in snowpack depth and increased soil frost. These analyses indicate that nearly 65% of sugar maple basal area in the northeastern United States resides in areas that typically experience insulating snowpack. However, under the RCP 4.5 and 8.5 emissions scenarios, we project a 49%–95% reduction in forest area experiencing insulating snowpack by the year 2099 in the northeastern United States, leaving large areas of northern forest vulnerable to these changes in winter climate, particularly along the northern edge of the region. Our study demonstrates that research focusing on growing season climate alone overestimates the stimulatory effect of warming temperatures on tree and forest growth in seasonally snow-covered forests.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Feedbacks between climate and the carbon (C) cycle remain a considerable source of uncertainty for both global climate projections and terrestrial net primary productivity (NPP; Heimann & Reichstein, 2008). Empirical studies and the C cycle-climate feedback models that rely on them for parameterization often use growing season climate conditions to explore relationships between climate and plant growth or ecosystem NPP (Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Sanders-
DeMott & Templer, 2017). However, winter climate conditions in seasonally snow-covered systems have direct effects on plant physiological processes (Campbell, Mitchell, Groffman, Christenson, & Hardy, 2005; Campbell, Socci, & Templer, 2014; Cleavitt et al., 2008; Comerford et al., 2013; Drescher & Thomas, 2013; Frey, 1983; Makoto et al., 2014; Tierney et al., 2003) that also play an important role in mediating NPP. Nearly half of the land area in the Northern Hemisphere is influenced by seasonal snow cover (Zhang, Heginbottom, Barry, & Brown, 2003), including northern forest ecosystems (i.e., north temperate and boreal forests), which collectively comprise a globally important C sink of ~0.6 Pg C/year (Goodale et al., 2002). Satellite data, model projections and in situ observations together show that rates of C uptake and NPP in these forest ecosystems have increased from winter warming that has lengthened the growing season in recent decades (Xia et al., 2014). However, the future response of northern forest C sequestration to continued warming remains uncertain due to confounding effects of reduced soil insulation associated with projected reductions in snowfall and snowpack depth and duration (Notaro, Lorenz, Hoving, & Schummer, 2014).

Over the past few decades, substantial progress has been made in our understanding of the important roles winter snowpack has in regulating soil frost severity (Hardy et al., 2001) and a range of ecosystem processes that affect plant growth including fine root dynamics (Comerford et al., 2013; Reinmann & Templer, 2016; Tierney et al., 2001), soil C and nitrogen (N) cycling (Blankinship & Hart, 2012), and sapling survival (Drescher & Thomas, 2013; Frey, 1983). It is well-documented that increased depth and duration of soil freezing caused by snowpack reductions adversely impacts root vitality (Comerford et al., 2013), shoot elongation (Comerford et al., 2013), N uptake by trees, and N retention by northern forests (Campbell et al., 2014), and leads to greater folic Al:Ca ratios of hardwood trees (Comerford et al., 2013). However, the multyear response of tree growth and aboveground C storage in seasonally snow-covered forest ecosystems is not yet known. Further, little is known about the spatial patterns and extent to which conditions induced at the plot scale in field experiments might exist under projected changes in winter climate.

The northern hardwood forest, which occupies the southern portion of the northern forest, comprises more than 22 million ha of North America and has historically been within the geographic extent of persistent and insulating winter snowpack (Estilow, Young, & Robinson, 2015). However, over the 21st century, these forests are projected to experience some of North America’s largest declines in winter snowpack depth and duration (Demaria, Roundy, Wi, & Palmer, 2016; Estilow et al., 2015) and increases in soil frost severity (Brown & DeGaetano, 2011; Henry, 2008). Together, these changes will result in winter conditions rarely experienced by these forest ecosystems in the past. Under current snowpack conditions, the northern hardwood forest is a net C sink (Vane Deusen & Heath, 2017) and is dominated by valuable timber species such as sugar maple (Acer saccharum Marsh.), which in addition to being a defining tree species of the northern hardwood forest also plays an economically vital role in the maple syrup and tourism industries (North East State Foresters Association, 2013). Previous research has shown that physiological processes of sugar maple trees growing in seasonally snow-covered regions are particularly vulnerable to declines in winter snowpack and increases in soil freezing (e.g., Campbell et al., 2014; Cleavitt et al., 2008; Comerford et al., 2013; Tierney et al., 2001). Consequently, the combination of declines in snowpack depth, a primary control of soil frost development, and relative abundance of sugar maple trees will likely be a key driver of spatial patterns in northern hardwood forest ecosystem response to winter climate change.

The northern hardwood forest is an ideal system to study the effects of winter climate changes on tree growth because these forests are likely to experience a profound shift in snowpack and soil frost dynamics over the next century. We conducted a 5-year snow-removal experiment in a seasonally snow-covered northern hardwood forest at Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (HBEF) in New Hampshire, U.S.A., to quantify the response of tree growth to projected declines in insulating winter snowpack and increases in the depth and duration of soil freezing. We integrated spatial modeling of snowpack depth with U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Inventory and Analysis data (FIA) to develop a spatially explicit, regional-scale assessment of vulnerability of forest growth to projected declines in snowpack depth and increases in soil freezing.

# Materials and Methods

## Study site

This study was conducted at Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (HBEF), a long-term ecological research site (LTER) located in the White Mountains, NH (43°56’N, 71°45’W). Sugar maple, yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis Britton), and American beech (Fagus grandifolia Ehrh.) are the dominant canopy tree species. HBEF has a continental climate with cold winters (mean January temperature is ~9°C) and mild summers (mean July temperature is 18°C) and receives approximately 1,400 mm of precipitation evenly distributed throughout the year (Bailey, Hornbeck, Campbell, & Eagar, 2003) and a continuous snowpack (typical winter maximum depths of 72–106 cm across elevations) typically present from late-December to mid-April (Campbell et al., 2010). At HBEF, maximum soil frost depth is typically <10 cm, but rare occurrences of deeper soil frost have been observed (Bailey et al., 2003).

## Experimental design

Four reference and four snow-removal plots in pairs (each 169 m²) were established in 2007 (see Templer et al., 2012 for details). Each plot was centered on three sugar maple trees (DBH ≥20 cm), with the exception of two reference plots, which both contained one red maple (Acer rubrum L.) and two sugar maple trees. Species abundance and composition in the eight plots were similar as indicated by leaf litterfall sorted to tree species. The first snowfall of each
winter was packed down to 3–5 cm to maintain the albedo of the forest floor and minimize disturbance to the litter layer during shoveling. Shoveling was used to remove snow from the four treatment plots from mid-December through mid-January during the winters of 2008/2009 through 2012/2013. Snow accumulated naturally in the four reference plots throughout winter and from mid-January onward in the four snow-removal plots.

We measured snow and soil frost depth every 7–10 days from late-October to early-May during the winters of 2008/2009 through 2012/2013. The depth and duration of soil frost were integrated into the parameter “area under the curve” (AUC: Duran et al., 2014; Reinmann & Templer, 2016) measured in “cm days”, which increases with greater depth and/or duration of soil frost and is used here as a metric for quantifying cumulative exposure to soil frost. Volumetric soil moisture was measured hourly at soil depths of 15 and 30 cm in each of two locations in each plot using CS616 time domain reflectometers connected to CR1000 dataloggers (Campbell Scientific, Logan, UT, USA).

2.3 | Tree growth and productivity at HBEF

We collected two 5-mm-diameter increment cores (90° apart from one another) 1.3 m above the ground from each of the two to three sugar maple trees near the center of each plot prior to leaf-out in early-May of 2015. In total, 44 cores were collected, but because of four cores with rotten wood (one tree from each of two reference plots), a total of 40 cores were analyzed (n = 8 trees from reference plots, n = 12 tree from snow-removal plots). Dried, sanded and mounted tree cores were scanned using a high-resolution color scanner (Epson Perfection V700 Photo), and ring increments were measured to 0.001 mm using WinDENDRO 2012 (Regent Instruments, Inc., Sainte-Foy, QC, Canada) image analysis software. For quality control purposes, two researchers measured each tree core. The diffuse-porous nature of sugar maple trees can make accurate determination of tree rings difficult using WinDENDRO, particularly in years when growth is suppressed. Therefore, a Velmex measurement system (Velmes, East Bloomfield, NY, USA) and Measure J2X software (v.4.2, VoorTech Consulting, Holderness, NH, USA) were used to verify ring width measurements derived from WinDENDRO for tree cores exhibiting suppressed growth or when there were discrepancies in ring placement between the two researchers reading each core. Cross-dating was done visually with the assistance of COFECHA (Holmes, 1983).

To control for tree size effects on ring widths, raw tree ring measurements were converted to basal area increment (BAI) following:

\[ \text{BAI} = (R_n^2 \pi) - (R_{n-1}^2 \pi), \]

where \( R_n \) is the radius of the tree at the end of year n and \( R_{n-1} \) is the radius of the tree at the end of the previous year. Tree-level BAI was calculated by averaging each year’s BAI across the two cores collected from each tree. Plot-level mean BAI was calculated from the chronologies of the trees cored within each plot. Rates of tree growth, defined here as woody biomass increment, were calculated at the tree-level by converting BAI to biomass increment using allometric equations for sugar maple trees at HBEF (Whittaker, Bormann, & Likens, 1974). Tree growth indices were used to quantify tree-level changes in growth relative to mean tree growth during the 10 years prior to the start of the experiment (1999–2008). Plot-level tree growth indices were calculated by averaging the tree-level growth indices across the trees within each plot.

The effects of reduced snowpack and increased soil freezing on tree growth indices for sugar maples at the plot level (described above) were scaled up to estimate the impacts of these changes in winter climate on forest growth at HBEF using past measurements of tree growth and sugar maple relative basal area at HBEF (mean of 1991–2001; Siccama et al., 2007). We made the conservative assumption that sugar maple is the only tree species in this forest whose growth is impacted by soil freezing. For example, if in year one of the snow-removal experiment sugar maple growth in our plots declined to 85% of pre-experiment growth rates, HBEF forest growth would be calculated as the sum of (a) forest-scale sugar maple growth reported by Siccama et al. (2007) multiplied by 0.85 and (b) the forest-scale growth of the other tree species at HBEF also reported by Siccama et al. (2007).

2.4 | Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were conducted in R version 3.0.2 (R Core Team). A linear mixed effects model (LMM; lme function; Pinheiro, Bates, DebRoy, Sarkar, & R Core Team, 2017) with plot as the random effect, to account for the lack of independence among repeated measures from each plot, was used to quantify the relationship between AUC for soil frost (described above) and sugar maple growth indices, and to detect significant increases or decreases in tree growth over time (i.e., a slope significantly different than zero). A LMM coefficient of determination for the fixed effects (i.e., marginal \( R^2_{\text{LMM(m)}} \)) proposed by Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013) was used as an absolute estimator of model fit. We used analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to examine potential differences in temporal trends in the slope of BAI between reference and snow-removal plots before (mean 1999–2008) and after the start of the experiment. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to quantify differences between plot types for soil freezing, snowpack and soil water content. ANOVA was also used for our mesoscale analysis of HBEF forest growth projected from our plot-level data to quantify differences between snow-removal and reference conditions.

Assumptions of normality and constant variance were assessed by visual inspection of residuals and Shapiro–Wilk normality test and response variables were log-transformed as necessary. Unless otherwise noted, values presented are means and standard error.

2.5 | Vulnerability of forest aboveground growth to projected declines in winter snowpack

Our findings here, as well as those from previous studies, highlight sugar maple trees as being particularly sensitive to declines in winter...
snowpack in regions where an insulating winter snowpack is common. As such, the extent to which forest growth in forests of the Northeastern United States will be vulnerable to future changes in winter climate will, in part, hinge upon a forest’s relative abundance of sugar maple trees and declines in winter snowpack. We developed a “Forest Vulnerability to Soil Frost Index” to assess spatial patterns in the degree of vulnerability to declines in forest growth (as mediated by sugar maple trees) to projected declines in midwinter (i.e., January and February) insulating snowpack and increases in soil freezing in the Northeastern United States (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont). Snow depth projections for the region were obtained with the variable infiltration capacity (VIC) hydrologic model for the period 1950–2099 (Demaria et al., 2016). VIC was forced with precipitation and temperature projections from ten general circulation models (GCMs) from the World Climate Research Project (WCRP) CMIP5 (Supporting Information Table S1). The GCMs were selected for the region using a modified version of the reliability ensemble average (REA) method, which measures the skill of each individual model representing the historical climate and the convergence of future climate to the ensemble mean. The projections include a medium representative concentration pathway (RCP 4.5) and a high concentration trajectory (RCP 8.5; Knutti & Sedláček, 2013). For each GCM and each 0.125° grid cell, the likelihood of mean midwinter (i.e., January–February) snow depth equal or larger than 20 cm was computed as the number of years with midwinters that met that criteria divided by the number of years in the 1951–2005 (55 years) and 2051–2099 records (50 years). The likelihood ensemble mean was computed for the ten GCMs. A snow depth threshold of 20 cm was used because previous snowpack manipulation work suggests that snow depths greater than 20 cm are sufficient to buffer against deep soil frost formation in the northeastern United States (Hardy et al., 2001). Values for likelihood of the presence of insulating snow range between 0% (i.e., no years with insulating snowpack) and 100% (i.e., all years have an insulating snowpack). Projected changes in the likelihood of a midwinter insulating snowpack were calculated as the difference between the historical likelihood (1951–2005) and projected (2051–2099) likelihood. Further, variations in topography, snow water equivalence, species composition, and forest structure can influence snowpack and soil frost dynamics, but exploring these microscale variations was beyond the scope of these projections. Forest area throughout the region and within zones that are likely (>50% probability) to experience midwinter insulating snowpack was calculated in ArcGIS version 10.5.1 (ESRI Redlands, CA, USA) using the spatially resolved historical and projected snow depths and the forest land cover categories from the 2011 National Land Cover Database (Homer et al., 2015). Forest species composition and relative basal area and biomass of sugar maple were calculated using data from the most recently completed 5-year FIA plot-level survey (as of April 2017; data available at www.fia.fs.fed.us) for the same spatial resolution as the VIC model by average data across FIA plots within each grid cell.

The Forest Vulnerability to Soil Frost Index is a unitless value bounded by 0 and 1 calculated at a 0.125° grid cell resolution by multiplying projected changes in the proportional likelihood (i.e., values range from 0 to 1) of an insulating snowpack by sugar maple relative basal area (i.e., current proportion of total forest basal). Higher values indicate both a large decline in the likelihood of an insulating snowpack and high sugar maple relative basal area. For example, a 75% decline in the likelihood of an insulating snowpack where sugar maple comprises 50% of forest basal area results in a Vulnerability Index of 0.375 (i.e., 0.75 × 0.5). Statistics on forest basal area derived from live trees were calculated from FIA plot data (n = 9,101 plots; Supporting Information Figure S1) using data from the most recently completed 5-year survey as of April 2017. FIA plot-level values were aggregated to the 0.125° native grid cell resolution of our VIC model using the Fishnet tool in ArcGIS and then averaging FIA basal area data within each grid cell.

3 | RESULTS

Sugar maple DBH averaged 28.8 ± 3.9 cm in the reference plots and 32.0 ± 1.7 cm in the snow-removal plots, and these differences were not statistically significant (p = 0.4). Prior to the start of the snow-removal treatments (1999–2008; hereafter “pre-experiment”), sugar maple growth (BAI) declined over time in both the reference (p = 0.03) and snow-removal plots (p < 0.01), but the rates of growth decline were not significantly different between plot types (p = 0.13; Supporting Information Figure S2). Snow removal during the first 5 weeks of winter reduced snowpack depth and duration and exposed sugar maple trees in the treatment plots to greater depth and duration of soil freezing compared to the reference plots (p < 0.05; Supporting Information Table S2) without altering soil bulk density (Campbell et al., 2014) or soil water content during the growing season (p > 0.05 across reference and snow-removal plots; data not shown). In contrast to the pre-experiment period, the rate of sugar maple growth decline in the snow-removal plots was significantly higher than for the reference plots during the period including five treatment years plus one “recovery” year (p < 0.01). We find that by the second year of snow removal and exposure to soil freezing, sugar maple growth declined by 48 ± 4.2% (p = 0.02) relative to pre-experiment (1999–2008) means. These growth declines persisted through the following three treatment years as well as the growing season following a winter with a return to ambient snowpack conditions. Collectively, during the 6-year period encompassing the five treatment years and the postexperiment recovery year, tree growth in the treatment plots averaged 40 ± 3% below pretreatment means (Figure 1). By comparison, growth of sugar maple trees exposed to ambient winter snowpack conditions during the same 6-year period did not vary significantly from the pre-experiment period (2.7 ± 15% increase; p = 0.16). We observed little synchrony in interannual patterns in tree growth of the sugar maple trees in our plots (Figure 1b), but most of the trees exhibited a decline in growth following a late-spring frost event in 2010 that defoliated sugar maple trees throughout the northeastern United States (Hufkens et al., 2012). While the growth rates for seven of the eight sugar maple trees measured in our reference plots rebounded between 2011 and 2014, the growth
for 10 of the 12 trees in the snow-removal plots remained suppressed (Figure 1b).

Previously reported forest composition and tree growth analyses indicate that sugar maple comprised one-third of the aboveground biomass and 55% of the woody biomass increment at HBEF between 1991 and 2001 (Siccama et al., 2007). Using these statistics and our plot-level data, we estimate that from 2009 (start of experiment) through 2014 (1 year after end of snow removal), the effects of reduced snowpack and increased soil freezing on sugar maple growth translates to reductions in rates of aboveground forest C storage by 20 ± 6.8% (Figure 2) or 0.3 ± 0.1 Mg C ha\(^{-1}\) year\(^{-1}\) across northern hardwood forests at HBEF.

There was no rebound in tree growth in treatment plots during the recovery year, but further research is needed to determine the time scale for the recovery of tree growth and physiology to soil freezing. Indeed, we find that cumulative exposure to soil freezing
(i.e., cumulative AUC) during previous years plays an important role in driving sugar maple growth. Examining all 20 trees in this study together to capture a wide range of soil frost conditions, we find that sugar maple growth declined exponentially with cumulative exposure to soil freezing between 2009 and 2013 ($p = 0.005$; Figure 3). This pattern suggests that cumulative exposure to soil freezing is an important driver of the response of tree growth to reductions in snowpack during the first few years, but the marginal impact of additional exposure to soil freezing declines thereafter.

The vulnerability of forest growth across the northeastern United States to future declines in snowpack depends, at least in part, on the relative abundance of sugar maple in the region's forests, given their high sensitivity to snowpack depth and duration. Integrating historical (1950–2005) snow cover data collected here with 2011 National Land Cover Database data (Homer et al., 2015) indicate that 8.6 million ha out of 17.9 million ha of total forestland in the seven states comprising the northeastern United States typically (i.e., >50% of years) experience an insulating snowpack of at least 20 cm deep during midwinter (January and February; Figure 4). Our analysis of FIA tree species composition and basal area data indicates that nearly 65% of the sugar maple basal area in the northeastern United States resides in areas that typically experience insulating snowpack. The VIC model we used to estimate future snow depth under the RCP 4.5 and 8.5 emissions scenarios suggests that the northeastern United States will experience a 49% to 94% reduction in forest area and up to a 96% reduction in sugar maple basal area that will typically experience an insulating snowpack by the year 2099 (Figure 4b–e; Supporting Information Figure S3).

As a visual tool for assessing the spatial patterns in the magnitude of risk of forest growth in response to a shrinking snowpack in the northeastern United States, we integrated our projected changes in the likelihood of insulating snowpack with the current relative basal area of sugar maple (i.e., proportion of total forest basal area; Figure 4d). The combination of high sugar maple basal area and large projected declines in snowpack depth makes forest growth in the deciduous forests of the northeastern United States along the Canadian border particularly vulnerable to the negative effects of a reduced snowpack (Figure 4e). For example, the mean Forest Vulnerability to Soil Frost Index for a northern state such as Vermont, which is 76% forested, is 0.15, which is nearly four times higher than the northeastern United States as a whole (average Vulnerability Index for the entire northeastern United States equal to 0.04).

4 | DISCUSSION

In seasonally snow-covered ecosystems, winter climate plays an important role in mediating a range of ecological processes during the growing season (Campbell et al., 2005), yet these dynamics are often overlooked when considering the future impacts of climate change on ecosystem function. To simulate the effects of projected changes in winter snowpack on forest growth in the northeastern United States during the growing season we reduced early-winter snowpack depth, which significantly increased the depth and duration of soil freezing during each of five consecutive treatment years.
Previously published data from the sugar maple trees in this experiment indicate that these changes in winter climate reduce tree root vitality by 37% (as determined by relative electrolyte leakage; Comerford et al., 2013) and shoot elongation by 46% (similar to the delta tree growth observed here; Comerford et al., 2013), while resulting in a net efflux of ammonium from roots during the early growing season (Campbell et al., 2014); similar impacts have also been observed in other northern forest ecosystems (e.g., Cleavitt et al., 2008; Gaul, Hertel, & Leuschner, 2008; Tierney et al., 2001). Here, we show that large declines in sugar maple tree growth and northern hardwood forest C sequestration co-occur with these adverse impacts of reduced snowpack and increased soil freezing on tree physiology. Further, we find that tree growth declines exponentially with cumulative exposure to soil freezing and that tree growth in the treatment plots did not rebound 1 year following cessation of our 5-year manipulation. However, the amount of time necessary for tree growth to rebound from this external stressor remains uncertain.

To the extent that the response of sugar maple trees to a loss of an insulating snowpack in this experiment is representative of the sugar maple population across the northeastern United States, our findings suggest that in the absence of compensatory growth response from acclimation and/or longer and warmer growing seasons (see Discussion below), such changes in winter climate will reduce sugar maple tree growth by up to 40%. Assuming sugar maple contribution to forest productivity is proportional to its
relative biomass (i.e., 22%; derived from data compiled for Figure 4), we anticipate these declines in sugar maple growth to reduce rates of forest C sequestration by $8.8 \pm 0.3\%$ across the 3.3 million ha of deciduous forest in the northeastern United States that historically experience insulating snowpack. Further, because soil microbial biomass and rates of soil C mineralization and heterotrophic soil respiration in northern hardwood forests do not appear to be altered by reductions in snowpack and increases in soil freezing (Sorensen, Templer, & Finzi, 2016; Steinweg, Fisk, McAlexander, Groffman, & Hardy, 2008), the response of C sequestration in this forest type to these changes in winter climate will likely be mediated by changes in tree growth. By contrast, Reinmann and Templer (2016) found that reduced winter snowpack and increased soil freezing has either no effect or a small stimulatory effect on tree growth in a red oak (Quercus rubra)-red maple (A. rubrum) forest in Massachusetts, U.S.A.; however, that study was conducted in a region that does not typically experience a persistent insulating snowpack and the study involved only 1 year of reduced snowpack and increased soil freezing (we did not observe a significant decline in tree growth until after the second year of snow removal in this current study). Additionally, findings from a sapling experiment indicate that roots of sugar maple trees are more sensitive to soil freezing than those of red maple trees (Sanders-DeMott, McNellis, Jabouri, & Templer, 2018). The different findings between these studies could also point to distinct acclimation responses of trees to soil freezing based on the typical snow and soil freezing environments where they grow. It is possible that trees shift root biomass to deeper soil to avoid soil freezing; however, intraspecific adaptive responses of trees to cope with soil freezing is poorly understood.

The decreased growth response of sugar maple trees to reduced insulating snowpack could be transient in nature. While variations in sugar maple rooting behavior and morphology across gradients in soil freezing is unknown, sugar maple trees exhibit different physiological characteristics such as photosynthetic capacity and specific leaf area along climate gradients (Ledig & Korbobo, 1983), which likely contributes to the species’ ability to be competitive across a broad geographic area. However, the extent to which genotypes currently growing in regions with an insulating snowpack have the plasticity to acclimate to increased soil freezing and temper the duration of the growth response observed here remains to be seen; we found no indication of acclimation of sugar maple trees from the 6 years of growth data that we analyzed following the start of our experiment.

To our knowledge, little is known about the extent to which southern and northern populations of sugar maple trees have different capacities to cope with or acclimate to soil freezing. While understanding these dynamics was beyond the scope of our work, such insights would make important contributions to our understanding of ecosystem response to climate change in seasonally snow-covered regions. In addition to changes in snowpack and soil freezing conditions, climate change is projected to result in longer and warmer growing seasons. While a longer and warmer growing season will likely stimulate tree growth in the north temperate region (Melillo et al., 2011), experiments exploring the interactive effects of these changes in climate across seasons (i.e., increased winter soil freezing coupled with a longer, warmer growing season) have only recently been implemented (Sanders-DeMott, Sorensen, Reinmann, & Templer, 2018; Templer et al., 2017) and there are currently no published data on tree growth response.

Soil freezing in sugar maple stands at HBEF has been estimated to increase fine root mortality by 0.3 Mg C/ha (Tierney et al., 2001), which is comparable in magnitude to what we find for reductions in tree growth. While we did not explicitly quantify rates of root turnover in our experiment, Comerford et al. (2013) found root electrolyte leakage in our snow-removal plots to be 37% higher than in our reference plots, indicating elevated rates of root damage. These findings may suggest a shift in tree C allocation away from long-lived C pools in aboveground woody biomass and toward short-lived pools belowground to regrow fine roots, which is consistent with studies showing increases in compensatory root growth following soil freezing (Sorensen, Templer, Christenson et al., 2016; Tierney et al., 2001). Increased root damage and mortality are commonly observed responses to soil freezing, and our findings of reduced tree growth and forest C uptake may therefore extend to other systems where root damage is observed, such as Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) H. Karst) forests in Germany (Gaul et al., 2008).

We find that locations within the northeastern United States that are expected to experience the largest declines in winter snowpack by the end of the 21st century also have some of the highest sugar maple relative basal area in the region. In particular, our Vulnerability Index suggests that growth and C sequestration in the deciduous forests along the U.S.–Canada border might be most adversely impacted by projected changes in winter climate. Our estimate of the importance of projected declines in winter snowpack as a driver of forest growth response to climate change is likely conservative because we only consider the response of sugar maple and not other tree species such as yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis Britton), which has also been shown to incur root damage in response to soil freezing (Tierney et al., 2001). The collective growth response of communities of tree species to changes in winter climate (e.g., is one species’ misfortune another species’ opportunity?) remains uncertain. Certainly, projected warming and lengthening of the growing season could ameliorate some of the adverse impacts of reduced snowpack and increased soil freezing and these changes in winter climate will likely interact with changes in growing season climate to influence tree growth and forest NPP (Sanders-DeMott & Templer, 2017; Templer et al., 2017). Soil characteristics and nutrient availability play an important role in mediating sugar maple growth response to environmental stressors such as acid rain (Long, Horsley, Hallett, & Bailey, 2009), and spatial variation in soil characteristics might also mediate sugar maple growth response to soil freezing, but these relationships have yet to be evaluated. Here, we intentionally focus on projected changes in winter snowpack and soil frost conditions because the importance of these changes in climate as a mediator of tree growth and C sequestration response to climate change has been largely overlooked.

Findings from this study in conjunction with previously reported findings from this experiment provide evidence that reduced rates of
tree growth occurs in parallel with impaired root vitality and reductions in shoot elongation, foliar Ca:Al ratios, and N uptake rates following reductions in winter snowpack and increased depth and duration of soil freezing (Campbell et al., 2014; Comerford et al., 2013). Taken together, these findings indicate that by damaging tree roots, changes in winter climate that increase soil frost severity initiate a cascade of physiological responses that result in overall declines in rates of aboveground tree growth and woody biomass C storage by northern forest ecosystems. For context, the magnitude of declines in sugar maple growth that we present here are comparable to those observed in response to a multiyear tent caterpillar (Malacosoma disstria) defoliation (Gross, 1991), but more than twice as large as declines observed in acid rain-affected forests of Canada (Duchesne, Ouimet, & Houle, 2002). Further, the large reductions in sugar maple growth in response to reduced snowpack and increased soil freezing shown here could offset more than half of the greater than 34% projected increase in woody biomass increment (derived from PnET-BGC model runs) for HBEF and similar forests in response to the combination of CO₂ fertilization and longer growing seasons (Campbell et al., 2009).

Sugar maple trees play an important role in mediating ecosystem C and N cycling and in the forestry, maple products, and tourism industries. However, declines in sugar maple growth have been observed throughout a large portion of the northern hardwood forest in recent decades (Bishop et al., 2015). Our findings demonstrate that by reducing multiyear tree growth by 40% (average decline over the 5 years of the experiment plus one “recovery” year), changes in winter climate that increase the occurrence of severe soil frost are likely to substantially accelerate the decline of this economically important and ecologically dominant species and reduce the strength of the forest C sink throughout much of the northeastern United States. Our regional extrapolations are derived from a relatively small dataset from one particular region of the northeastern United States, but provide an important starting point for understanding regional implications of projected declines in winter snowpack. We suggest that by not considering the response of tree growth to projected changes in winter climate in seasonally snow-covered forest ecosystems, current approaches characterizing the response of forest ecosystems to climate change likely overestimate forest growth and C sequestration in these ecosystems.
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